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Abstract— While both navigation and manipulation are chal-
lenging topics in isolation, many tasks require the ability to both
navigate and manipulate in concert. To this end, we propose
a mobile manipulation system that leverages novel navigation
and shape completion methods to manipulate an object with
a mobile robot. Our system utilizes uncertainty in the initial
estimation of a manipulation target to calculate a predicted
next-best-view. Without the need of localization, the robot then
uses the predicted panoramic view at the next-best-view location
to navigate to the desired location, capture a second view of
the object, create a new model that predicts the shape of object
more accurately than a single image alone, and uses this model
for grasp planning. We show that the system is highly effective
for mobile manipulation tasks through simulation experiments
using real world data, as well as ablations on each component
of our system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fully autonomous mobile manipulation has long been an
important goal in robotics, with a particular focus on such
wide-ranging applications as manufacturing, warehousing,
construction, and household assistance [1], [2], [3]. Mobile
manipulation encompasses a sequence of robot navigation,
object detection, view planning, grasp planning, and grasp
execution that makes it a challenging task. The challenge of
mobility becomes exacerbated when the task environment
is dangerous to be explored by a human. Recent works
addressing mobile manipulation aim to map, traverse, and
grasp in unknown and partially observable environments [4],
[5], [6]. Active perception to set up a goal based on some
current belief to achieve an action is a good model for how
to potentially solve this problem [7].

Navigating accurately and efficiently in an environment
is a crucial first step to achieving autonomous mobile ma-
nipulation. Traditional position and mapping focused algo-
rithms include a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) [8] technique to plan a collision free path. Such
techniques, while effective in mapping and localizing in an
unknown environment, are sensitive to odometry errors and
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Fig. 1: The mobile manipulation system combines navigation
to a target goal with shape understanding through a series
of discrete stages to decide how to acquire additional in-
formation about the object for manipulation. It is a shape
completion system that can utilize two unregistered views
to get a better model of the target object. The system is
described in more detail in Section III.

noise. Increasingly, reinforcement learning based techniques
have also been used to solve navigation in complex environ-
ments [9], [10], [11]; however, reinforcement learning uses
sparse rewards and requires an extremely large amount of
training episodes to achieve a good navigation model.

Overall, we present a system that fuses two views to
help estimation: based on the first view we determine a
goal pose from which we can get the best second view, we
generate a panoramic navigation goal for this second view,
and lastly reuse the navigation ability to get the next-best-
view. With a completed object shape we are then able to
optimize our approach from the combined views and achieve
more accurate grasps. Notably, we find that by utilizing
a learning-based navigation pipeline the robotic agent can
execute an efficient plan to navigate to the next-best-view
without relying on absolute position at runtime. This system
can generalize to real-world environments as it is trained on
real world data via the YCB [12] and Matterport 3D [13]
datasets.

The main contribution of our work is an end-to-end mobile
manipulation system leveraging multiple views for grasping
shown in Figure 1. The system segments out the point cloud
of the object at the goal location and uses a shape completion
pipeline to predict the object’s geometry. Using this partial
view, it finds a novel next-best-view to compute a second



image to take of the object and uses our learned navigation
system to navigate to the second view. Our use of a mobile
robot enables us to find a next-best-view of the object that
will refine our initial hypothesis of the object the most.
Afterwards, it captures a second view and uses a CNN trained
on two unregistered views, a two-view CNN, to complete the
object shape. Using this refined object hypothesis, the system
plans a grasp on the object to lift the object. We test our
system on a simulated robot agent in environments captured
from the real world. Towards this goal, our contributions can
be summarized as follows:

• An algorithm that takes an initial shape completion
estimate of the manipulation target that uses voxel grid
occupancy thresholding to plan the next-best-view

• An algorithm to generate panoramic targets from nearby
scans and leverage our existing learned navigation
method [14] to arrive at nearby locations

• A learned two-view shape completion method that given
the initial and next-best-view creates a more accurate
reconstruction for robotic manipulation without the need
for registering the views in the same coordinate system

• Ablation studies demonstrating the utility of various
components as well as overall system performance

II. RELATED WORK

Mobile manipulation has been explored in a variety of
contexts, but we restrict our comparison to household ma-
nipulation research. One of the first examples of mobile
manipulation is HERB [15] allowing a robotic agent to
select grasping targets and navigate through an environment.
However, it required checkerboard localization and precise
sensors to plan tasks. Nevertheless, this work helped form
the basis for robotic mobile manipulators, such as separating
manipulation and navigation tasks. Some works have come
out more recently advancing on this initial vision that utilize
global localization and point cloud reconstruction in house-
hold environments [16], [17], [18].

Indoor map exploration provides a mobile robot with
many opportunities to navigate around the environment but
becomes increasingly difficult when deprived of sensory
information. Several authors have proposed reinforcement
learning techniques for this task [9], [19], [20]. We share a
common goal as Zhu et al. [9] where the task is to navigate
using images. Some assume the presence of an idealized
global localization system where they train the bot to reach
the goal location [19], [21], [22], [23]. Another aims to solve
the problem of traversing unknown environments by com-
bining model-based control with learning-based perception
where the task is to produce a set of waypoints leading up
to the goal [20].

On approaching the goal, the mobile robot captures images
nearby containing the object of interest. However, this image
only represents the raw sensory data which is incomplete
due to the field of view and the approach angle. Grasp
planning with such minimal and incomplete information is
a challenging task prone to failures. Accurate shapes of
objects improve grasp planning and execution success rate.

Several works have proposed a deep learning approach to
produce predictive mesh representation of partial views for
unseen objects through either 3D convolutions or graph
convolutions for robotic grasping [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].
Other shape completion systems exist for household objects
but not robotic grasping [29], [30], [31]. Several geometric
solutions to object 3D modeling have been proposed as
well [32], [33], [34], [35].

A mobile manipulation system also needs to leverage
the ability to acquire additional information by moving a
vision system. To find candidate next-best-views we need
an algorithm to evaluate the quality of our current geo-
metric understanding and the cost of acquiring additional
views. A foundational work from Connolly did this by
identifying positions of the sensor that will maximize data
collected [36]. Many works came after Connolly et al. that
utilized heuristic approaches to determine obstructions that
would block future collected data [37], [38], [39], [40].
A recent survey of next-best-view algorithms showed that
Chen et al. had the best next-best-view performance [41].
Another work from McGreavy et al. [42] looked at next-
best-view planning using a cylindrical model to analyze the
visibility of an initial object candidate and find an optimal
view. Their model does not use a learned shape completion
system and relies on knowing objects beforehand. Some
newer works in shape segmentation are also applicable for
next-best-view work as they allow for better segmentation
for unseen object geometry [43]. Other work in occlusion-
based grasping has shown success in mapping voxels using
registered views [44]. One method to capture a next-best-
view is to use an eye-in-hand camera as shown by Potthast
et al. [45], however there are kinematic restrictions with
respect to the workspace of the robot that prevent these views
from being captured. Other works have presented object
reconstruction under uncertainty that utilize an algorithmic
approach to estimate the object’s geometry while utilizing
the odometry of the mobile robot [46].

III. METHODS

In a previous work, we created a learning-based navigation
pipeline which does not rely on odometry, map, compass,
or indoor position at runtime and is purely based on the
visual input and an 8-image panoramic goal. Our method
learns from expert trajectories generated using RGBD maps
of real-world environments. We showed our system was able
to learn efficiently across multiple environments and form
shorter paths than state of the art vision-based navigation
systems [14]. Our agent uses a policy model to move
forward, left, or right through the environment using the
current view and four previously captured RGBD images or
history buffer. We train a separate goal checking model that
reports whether the agent has reached the desired location.
In this work, we leverage this navigation system along with
a two-view shape completion system to accomplish mobile
manipulation.
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Fig. 2: We capture a panoramic image at the current location of the robot, which is then turned into a reconstruction of the
nearby environment using Open3D [48]. We then render the target panoramic image at the Next-Best-View location in this
reconstruction to navigate to it without localization. We show this predicted panorama at the Next-Best-View location here.

A. Isolate Object Geometry

The robot captures a 8-image RGBD panoramic view of
its current surroundings. This panorama is converted into a
point cloud. Points within a boundary of 0.3m and 0.7m
from the robot are filtered. We then search for planes in that
cloud parallel to the base of the robot using RANSAC [47].
Once the plane is found, we can then segment all points
above this plane as the object of interest. Because our
system is modular, any shape segmentation system is a valid
replacement. Our results show that RANSAC is sufficient for
isolated object geometry. With this partial view, the agent
begins the Completion stage.

B. Completion

The point cloud generated by the Isolate Object Geometry
stage is used to perform an initial shape completion of the
object. In a previous work, we developed a shape completion
CNN architecture which took a partial voxelized view of
the object and output a voxel grid hypothesis of occupancy
scores where 1 is filled and 0 is empty with a decision
boundary of 0.5 or vboundary. Our completion system is like
our previous work in shape completion [27] except we do
not directly turn this hypothesis into a mesh for grasping.
Given that we have a mobile robot we can find a next-best-
view of the object that will refine our initial hypothesis the
most.

C. Next-Best-View

Voxels in this initial hypothesis that have an occupancy
score of 0.5 ± ϵ are considered uncertain as they are close
to the decision boundary and a second observation would be
helpful to determine their occupancy. ϵ is the error bounds
at ±0.025. We calculated the bounds of ϵ to be ±0.025
by evaluating the completion quality of various bounds and
found that we had the best performance at ±0.025. We
want to capture as many of these points as possible in a
secondary camera view while still being reachable by the
robotic agent. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) solves
this objective in a 3D space by taking the smallest component
which is orthogonal to a 2D plane that best fits the data.
This smallest component will capture the least variance and
therefore observe the most voxels. This vector is calculated

as shown in Equation (1) where X is the set of uncertain
voxels, w is the corresponding eigenvector, and X̂k are the
eigenvectors calculated by PCA.

vnbv = argmin X̂k = argmin(X−
k−1∑
s=1

Xw(s)w
T
(s)) (1)

This next-best-view vector vnbv does not consider the height
of the robot. We then extract the (x, y) components of the
vector, normalize the vector, and then multiply it by doptimal

as an empirically optimal distance from the target object. A
z value of 0 is assigned for the target position for the robotic
agent to navigate towards. The target robot position will then
be (xtarget, ytarget, 0) relative to the current position of the
robot, (0, 0, 0). Additionally, a height value h is calculated
for the agent to raise or lower its torso to accommodate the
next-best-view. The agent calculates this by calculating the
optimal head angle θh relative to vnbv and then calculates
the optimal height h to achieve that angle relative to the
object. An optimal value ϵ was calculated to be ±0.025
by evaluating the completion quality of various bounds.
With this target position, the agent begins the Panoramic
Prediction stage.

D. Panoramic Prediction

To navigate to a goal location and capture the next-best-
view, we utilize a panoramic target goal. We can utilize
the panorama taken in the Isolate Object Geometry stage
to produce a mesh reconstruction on the initial point cloud
of the surrounding environment. We used the Open3D [48]
implementation of Bernardini’s ball-pivoting reconstruction
paper [49]. Using this mesh, we can then predict the
panorama from ptarget by loading the mesh into a renderer
and taking 8 RGBD views at equal 45◦ intervals. This mesh
will have holes in the RGB view. We then use Gibson’s
inpainting system called filler [50] to resolve any missing
data in the predicted view. This filler system was used to
generate each image in the training dataset for the Navigation
stage. Once we have this predicted panoramic view, we can
then utilize our learned navigation system to locally navigate
to this next view without localizing the agent. When the
agent has arrived at this location the agent raises its torso to
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Fig. 3: Two-view reconstruction inputs showing that the next-
best-view is better than a single view. Current input (red), a
single-view reconstruction (green), the previous view of the
object (blue), the two-view completion (purple), and finally
the ground truth mesh (yellow). These meshes were not
observed during training for either network. All meshes are
from the Challenge dataset.

htorso and adjusts its camera to align with θhead. Once the
agent has aligned itself with the next-best-view, the Two-View
Completion stage starts. An example predicted panorama is
shown in Figure 2.

E. Two-View Completion

Our previous shape completion work did not address the
problem of two unregistered views of an object. To make
sure the mobile robot does not need to localize at runtime,
we designed a new CNN architecture that takes two views,
the current and previous, that are both kept in their original
image frame. As input, it takes two voxelized partial views
and outputs a voxelized reconstruction of the original object
geometry. Like the Completion stage, this model outputs a
voxel grid of occupancy scores. We can now threshold the
scores near vboundary and perform marching cubes [51] to
mesh the resultant voxel grid. In this format, we plan a
manipulation task as described in the Manipulation stage.
Example completions of objects from our challenge dataset
are shown in Figure 3 which demonstrates that a next-best-
view via PCA can offer significant improvement over a single
view.

The point cloud from the previous capture in its image
frame and the current view of the object in its image frame
are both voxelized into 403 voxel grids. We then generate a
hypothesis about the object’s geometry in the current view
image frame and produce a 403 voxel grid of occupancy
scores given the two views of the object where 1 is filled
and 0 is unfilled. We turn this voxel grid certainties into a
mesh by thresholding occupancy scores near vboundary. We
then mark any voxels that are known to be empty by tracing
a ray from the camera vector to points in the voxel grid and
any voxels along that line that are not occluded are marked
as empty. Labeling voxels fixes any erroneous shapes on the
visible side of the object.

1) Training: To train this model we randomly sampled
views from the same dataset used to train the single-view
system, keeping the meshes used for holdout the same.
We had considered using a more intelligent view sampling
method, such as the opposite view or using the next-best-
view, for generating training data. We found that our method
performed better when provided a series of random views
instead of a heuristic. We trained the model on 400k pairs
over the 618 meshes and 726 views per mesh.

2) CNN Architecture: Our two-view architecture is com-
posed of two heads, each taking a 403 voxelized view of
the object. Each input is passed through 43 3D convolution
layers 3 times until it reaches a dense ReLU layer of size
5000. Each dense layer is added together then passed through
another dense ReLU layer of size 5000. The final dense layer
is passed through to a dense layer of size 64000 which is then
reshaped into a 403 reconstruction of the object geometry.
This network is trained with the same cross-entropy loss.

F. Manipulation

Using this mesh, we plan a grasp on the mesh using
GraspIt! [52] to get a series of grasp candidates. Each of
these grasp candidates are given an associated volume quality
and are filtered for volume quality above 0 [53]. Then we use
MoveIt [54] to plan the pick plan given each grasp and pick
the trajectory with the smallest execution time. To generate
this pick plan, we model the table and a region above the
object as obstacles to ensure the trajectory does not disturb
the object. If no trajectories or grasps are valid the program
terminates.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Reconstruction Quality Tests

Our first goal was to validate that getting two views would
result in better reconstruction quality. There are three metrics
that let us validate our hypothesis: Jaccard similarity,
Hausdorff distance, and grasp joint accuracy.

1) Jaccard similarity We used Jaccard similarity to evalu-
ate the similarity between a generated voxel occupancy
grid and the ground truth. The Jaccard similarity be-
tween sets A and B is given by:

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

The Jaccard similarity has a minimum value of 0 where
A and B have no intersection and a maximum value of
1 where A and B are identical [55].

2) Hausdorff Quality The Hausdorff distance is a one-
direction metric computed by sampling points on one
mesh and computing the distance of each sample point
to its closest point on the other mesh. It is useful
for determining how closely related two sets of points
are [56].

3) Grasp Joint Accuracy We use GraspIt! [52] to generate
a series of grasp candidates for each predicted mesh
and then choose the one with the highest volume
quality on that predicted mesh. We then use a simulated



Next-Best-View
Method

Jaccard Hausdorff Grasp Joint
Error

Single-View 0.782 6.573 4.52◦

Same-View 0.802 6.423 4.36◦

Random 0.818 6.251 4.14◦

Opposite 0.826 5.421 3.85◦

Next-Best-View 0.852 4.912 3.28◦

(a) YCB & Grasp Dataset Test Object Results

Next-Best-View
Method

Jaccard Hausdorff Grasp Joint
Error

Single-View 0.648 7.340 5.31◦

Same-View 0.663 7.284 5.16◦

Random 0.753 6.418 4.85◦

Opposite 0.831 5.924 4.53◦

Next-Best-View 0.866 5.341 4.24◦

(b) Challenge Dataset Results

TABLE I: Measuring the performance of the reconstruction quality of test and challenge meshes given a single-view, same-
view, random new view, opposite-view, next-best-view, as described in Section IV-A. None of these meshes were seen during
training. A higher Jaccard is better. A lower Hausdorff is better. A lower Grasp Joint Error on the 3 finger BarrettHand is
better.

Fig. 4: Challenge Dataset Meshes We choose 17 meshes
from the ShapeNet [57] dataset that feature self-occlusions,
asymmetrical geometry, or deviate significantly from the
geometry of the YCB [12] and Grasp Database [58] datasets.

BarrettHand to execute the grasp within the GraspIt!
simulator on the ground truth mesh and calculate the
difference between the expected joint values and the
realized joint values.

To evaluate the performance of our method, we have five
test scenarios. A Single-View reconstruction using only the
current view of the object that is utilizing the same model
architecture as used in Varley et al. [24]. A Same View
reconstruction using our two-view architecture, but where the
current view is passed in twice. This is to evaluate the perfor-
mance benefit of using a larger model for shape completion.
A Two-View (Random) reconstruction using our two-view
architecture but the two views are chosen randomly about
the object. A Two-View (Opposite) reconstruction using our
two-view architecture where the first view is random, and the
second view is chosen by capturing the view opposite to the
first. A Two-View (Next-Best-View) reconstruction using
our two-view architecture where the first view is random, and
the second view is chosen by calculating the next-best-view
as described in Section III-C. A Three-View reconstruction
using a modified version of our two-view architecture where
the previous two views are passed into a single encoder
and the current view is passed into its own encoder. These
three embeddings are then added together and decoded into
a reconstruction of the object.

All training and evaluation was performed using 590
meshes from the Grasp Database [58] dataset and 28 meshes
from the YCB [12] dataset. 100 meshes were sampled from
both datasets to provide 50 validation meshes and 50 test
meshes. The validation meshes were used to evaluate the

Opposite 
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PCA Completion
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Pitcher Windex Bottle Power Drill

Fig. 5: The opposite view is not always enough. Missing an
important feature in both the current and the opposite view
results in a worse completion and therefore makes it difficult
to plan grasps. Utilizing the uncertainty in the single-view
completion for next-best-view fixed the missing handle in
the reconstruction in the pitcher from the YCB [12] dataset.

Jaccard quality of each completion whereas the test meshes
were used to evaluate the performance of each CNN model.
The CNN model that performed best using validation meshes
was used for evaluation. We have also created a sample of 17
meshes from the Shapenet [57] dataset resized to fit within
a grip width of 100mm. These 17 meshes are not observed
during training and are chosen to be difficult to complete
with only one view, thus we call this dataset the Challenge
dataset. All meshes from the challenge dataset are shown in
Figure 4. All views are voxelized using binvox [59] [60].

Test object reconstruction results are shown in Table Ia,
and challenge reconstruction results are shown in Table Ib.
The most significant result is the Jaccard and Hausdorff for
both the test object and the challenge datasets, with our
next-best-view method having the best performance in both.
They showed a Jaccard reconstruction of 0.866 for our next-
best-view implementation versus 0.648 for single-view for
unseen objects. The same-view method had demonstrably
worse performance than our next-best-view algorithm, with
a grasp joint error difference of 32.9%, showing that adding
weights did not improve performance. Our grasp joint error
of 3.28◦ compares favorably with the single-view of 4.52◦.
For examples of the next-best-view shape completion im-
provement using the challenge dataset see Figure 3.

While three views provided a small benefit in the Jaccard,



Localization Jaccard Hausdorff
Registered-Views 0.923 3.523
Next-Best-View 0.852 4.912

Noisy-Views 0.583 9.595

TABLE II: Noisy Odometry Results We compare the results
of our two-view system using PCA versus a noisy odometry
model. We find that our system outperforms a model using
noisy odometry at runtime to align the two views, justifying
the use of a model without registration of the two views for
shape completion.

Navigation Method SPL Success Rate
ROS Nav (map) 0.958 0.953
True Panorama 0.874 0.897

Predicted 0.813 0.853

TABLE III: Next-Best-View Navigation Results, measuring
the performance of the next-best-view navigation success and
path length compared using ROS, using the true panorama, or
a predicted panorama, as described in Section IV-B. Higher
SPL is better.

Hausdorff, and grasp joint error metrics (0.868, 4.782, and
3.12◦, respectively), the benefit does not warrant the extra
effort of capturing a third view in the mobile manipulation
step. Capturing the opposite view, although a reasonable
strategy, did not outperform the PCA method. At best, the
opposite view performs similarly to the PCA method. At
worst, opposite-views miss major features of objects. An
example of a completion missing the handle of a pitcher is
shown in Figure 5. Without leveraging the uncertain voxels
within the initial completion, naively capturing the opposite
view is insufficient for completing the object reliably. In our
testing, we found that for the test object dataset, our next-
best-view method outperformed the opposite method in all
metrics.

We compared our system versus a version of the single-
view model that was trained using two registered views
concatenated on the input layer. For training, we overlaid
each view using perfect registration. This test is to model
how even a small amount of noise in odometry can result
in negative performance of a method that relies on idealized
registration. We simulated odometry noise by adding up to
a 5% error during movement around the pedestal at each
time step. We compared both to the Next-Best-View result
to evaluate how the noise would compare versus the ideal
case and versus a model trained without registration. We
found that our model outperformed the noisy case. When
overlaying voxel input with translational error the registered-
views model was unable to properly complete the mesh.
Results are shown in Table II.

B. Navigation Tests

For testing we used the house1 environment from the
Matterport 3D [13] dataset modified with four tables placed
in the house. The Matterport 3D dataset features real world
homes scanned and turned into navigable 3D meshes for
research. The robot used for navigation and end-to-end

testing is the Fetch [61] robot with its parallel jaw gripper.
These tables were placed such that the Fetch could navigate
around them while still being able to navigate through the
environment. We placed different household meshes on these
tables to evaluate grasping performance. We reserve 50 test
meshes from the YCB [12] and GRASP [58] datasets not
seen during training to be placed randomly on each trial.
We used this environment for the navigation and end-to-end
testing. Tables were placed in the environment that would
accommodate the Fetch’s grasp workspace. Table heights
were varied between 0.65m, 0.7m, 0.75m, and 0.8m. These
heights are high enough off the ground to allow the Fetch to
raise and lower its torso to view the object from a variety of
different vectors.

We validate our agent’s ability to navigate locally via
two baselines: 1) the ROS Navigation Stack and 2) the
learned navigation model using the true panorama. The
ROS Navigation Stack [62] uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to
plan paths and is given a point goal and a global map to get
theoretically optimal performance with perfect information.
The true panorama is captured at the next-best-view target
location to evaluate how the agent performs when given an
ideal panorama. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our
system with the predicted panorama at the next-best-view
location. We evaluate the system using Success Weighted
by Path Length, or SPL, and Success Rate of reaching the
goal location. SPL, from Anderson et al. [19], is shown in
Formula (2), where li is the shortest-path distance from the
agent’s starting position to the goal in episode i, pi is the
length of the path taken by the agent in this episode, and
Si is a binary indicator of success in trial i. pi is calculated
via the L2 distance between each step in the ground truth
trajectory using Dijkstra’s algorithm. li is calculated via the
L2 distance between each step in the executed trajectory.
This metric weighs each success by the quality of path and
thus is always less than or equal to Success Rate.

SPL =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Si
li

max(pi, li)
(2)

We used 50 unseen meshes for our shape completion system.
For each object we only consider which orientations, out of
the maximum 726, the object rested on the table. Out of
36300 orientations 3455 were stable, and thus we had 3455
sample next-best-views. Table III shows the results for our
method in terms of SPL and success rate. We compared to
the ROS Navigation Stack knowing it would outperform our
method because it has access to a map of the environment. It
made for a good baseline with a success rate of navigating to
the goal of 0.953. The predicted and ground truth panoramas
were both equally effective at navigating to the target goal
with a success rate of 0.853 and 0.897, respectively. The
effective navigation to predicted panoramic goals validates
the use of the predicted panorama in our system.

C. End-to-End Mobile Manipulation Testing

Once we evaluate the major contributions of this work in
isolation, we need to evaluate the performance of the end-



Navigation
Method

Localized Completion
Method

E2ESPL Grasp
Success

ROS Nav (map) Yes Two-View 0.892 0.884
ROS Nav (map) Yes Single-View 0.771 0.781

Noisy ROS (map) Yes Two-View 0.562 0.531
True Panorama No Two-View 0.845 0.872

Predicted No Two-View 0.820 0.819

TABLE IV: End-to-End Mobile Manipulation Results,
measuring the performance of the full pipeline success rate
and E2ESPL with different methods using 50 novel objects.
Higher E2ESPL is better. As described in Section IV-C.

to-end mobile manipulation system to navigate to a goal
and manipulate the target object. Our test trajectories are
between 1.5m and 20m in length. For this test, we ablate the
completion method and navigation method. We use the ROS
Navigation Stack as described in Section IV-B, the true
panorama method, and our predicted panorama method as
navigation modules. We use the two-view and single-view
reconstruction methods for these tests. We test single-view
and ROS Navigation together then two-view with every nav-
igation method. Additionally, we evaluated the performance
with the ROS navigation stack with a noisy odometry model
that has imperfect information at runtime about how the robot
moves by 5%. All our depth information coming from the
depth camera have a similar noise model. We performed 400
trials of our system against unseen target locations with 50
novel objects placed on tables in the environment. The SPL
metric we used before defined a binary success of a trial
i as Si. If we instead replace this with a binary signal of
successfully picking up an object Sp, we can evaluate the
full end to end pipeline. We call this new metric E2ESPL.

Our method was able to reliably navigate to the target
positions and grasp the object in 80.7% of our tests despite
not having access to a map at runtime or the true panorama of
the next-best-view target position. The ROS Navigation stack
version was able to navigate to and grasp the object 84.3% of
the time and the true panorama was able to navigate 83.6%
of the time. Additionally, the single-view completion and
ROS Navigation stack succeed 76.9% of the time, showing
that two-views helps for unseen objects. We found that our
model outperformed ROS with a noisy odometry model
where ROS was unable to localize itself with noisy sensors.
We found that our method failed mostly when colliding with
the environment. Results for the end-to-end testing are in
Table IV.

V. DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSION

We proposed an end-to-end mobile manipulation system
that navigates to and manipulates an object without localiza-
tion using a novel panoramic prediction method. We were
able to improve the chance of object manipulation suc-
cess using a novel two-view reconstruction architecture. We
demonstrated that our mobile manipulation system leverag-
ing multiple views performs competitively against a method
with perfect odometry and a map. We showed that a next-
best-view two-view completion model outperforms single-

view reconstructions for unseen objects increasing grasp
success with a mobile robot. We observed that the learned
navigation system can utilize predicted panoramic targets
effectively allowing the agent to generate its own goals.

We found failure to complete the manipulation task could
be attributed to poor reconstruction of unseen objects, failure
to navigate to the predicted panoramic goal location, or
bumping into the environment during a trial. Additionally,
there were times our navigation framework reported done
prematurely. In future work, it would improve performance
to address the environment collisions by introducing a
replanning step if a command would result in collision.
Furthermore, it would be useful to handle cases where the
agent cannot navigate to the unseen view and find a closest
position to navigate to next. Reachability of next-best-views
would similarly benefit grasp success. Designing a system to
incorporate reachability would also allow for more than one
object to be considered for manipulation. Currently the agent
is trained and evaluated in the Gibson simulator. When lab
access restrictions due to the pandemic are lifted, we would
like to test our system on a real physical robot.
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